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Abstract 

Control valves are a progressively vital element of recent industrial instrumentation all over the world 
since these control valves are basically pneumatic devices composed of all mechanical parts their performance is 
less compared to the ideal one and due to constant moving parts wear and tear degrades over time. Control valves 
usually called the final control element in any process are used to control continuous flow, level, pressure, and 
temperature. The signal received from the conventional controller gives the signal for opening the CV (Control 
Valve) partially, fully open, or fully closed. The control signal is proportional to the magnitude of error with 
respect to time. The control valve is opened and closed automatically by giving the pressure to open and close 
using I/P converters in cascade with Pneumatic, Hydraulic, or electrical actuators with positioners. A plant can 
perform optimally if the performance of the control valve is monitored and maintained. The aim of this article is 
to initiate the studies in the direction of obtaining accuracy in stem positioning through image inputs and to 
demonstrate this yielding output as control valve stem position using machine learning algorithms, part of artificial 
intelligence enables identifying the stem position in less time using digital image processing. The proposed 
systems comprise of images of different stem positions is fed to the Weka software tool, preprocessed using 
Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) feature filter and trained using pre-planned classifiers, the 
performance accuracy of stem levels by experiment-based attribute selection, iteration on ranking thresholds and 
SMOTE with triple iterations on class levels is calculated. The results show the performance with the maximum 
accuracy of 92.4051% and weighted average Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) values of 0.978. Hence 
such smart measurements using Machine learning algorithms which is a part of artificial intelligence provide us a 
vital role in predicting the CV stem position in less time using image processing filters. 

Key words: Stem position prediction, Control Valve, FCE, Weka, PHOG Filter, Naïve byes, J48, Random 
Forest, and Instance-based Classification. 

I Introduction 

Control valve are also more often called a final control element in industrial automation. This plays a vital role in 
controlling the basic parameters like liquid level, pressure, flow for both Newtonian and non – Newtonian fluids. 
The conventional controller tuned in such a way that it compares the present output with the desired “set point” 
gives an output proportional to correct the deviation and obtain the steady state of the process.  

A positioner with actuator in a control valve is used to linearize the stem position. The positioner will amplify the 
air supply from actuator to precisely open the valve for the given controller output. The signals being operated are 
followed universally like 4mA to 20mA, 3-15 psi or (1-5) Volts and So on but often (4-20) mA is used in industrial 
automation. In the current scenario a pneumatic control valve with positioner is used to collect the image data for 
building an optimum model using machine learning techniques. Traditional positioner may not integrate control 
typically but in this article the model is used to predict the stem position optimally and take necessary action 
thereby improving the closed control loop performances. The Control loop performance is affected by the movable 
parts in pneumatic valves due stiction and backlash effect are the two main problems that often occurs in FCE. 
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The module which gives me the position of the stem with the image fed into the module the output can also sent 
to get the controller output for driving the final control element. The 2 main failures in CV can be sorted out earlier 
by the proposed methodology. The smart measurements using Machine learning algorithms a vital part of artificial 
intelligence and gives us the stem position in less time of the process using image processing technique. Expected 
valve position is evaluated over a large vary of eventualities, multiple scenarios and therefore the absolute best 
acceptable performance at intervals the set threshold is looked for obtaining the ultimate best model.  

Secondly the image data set non inheritable is preprocessed victimization real tool using SMOTE choice module. 
Training is taken place by activity classification over the information set chosen using a number of the classifiers 
associated the result's being tabulated for its performance accuracy and weighted average ROC. Finally, its 
performance analysis criteria for checking for higher performance and attainment of an optimum model. 
Moreover, this model has the aptitude of giving 3 completely different levels of the fluid by simply giving the 
image as input. 

The convention method of running a 2 tank system is by default the process is a closed-loop system and the system 
is a second-order system. This is run using LabVIEW software by interfacing the module using a data acquisition 
system. The system is first executed in a run in auto mode and checking is done for any errors. Initially, the 
experimental check-up and all sensors are given the ready mode for running the process is achieved. 

The performance evaluation criteria such as tr, td, Steady-state error are evaluated before the implementation of 
the optimum model. Through this research article, we would like to minimize the peak overshoots, fluctuations of 
the control valve early stage itself. This work also strengthens the idea of early prediction of stem position of this 
second-order system reduced. 

This paper is organized into five sections as follows: The second section covers the related works associated with 
the proposed article supporting automatic CV stem position prediction and feature extraction and classification 
using machine learning algorithms. The third section contains a brief explanation of data preparation and 
description. The fourth section contains the proposed system flow and all the procedures for the validation of 
classification. The final section shows the output response of the attained model in the feedback of the proposed 
system block diagram. 

II RELATED WORKS 

This section shows that the related works of problem identification.  Serrano, J et al. presented a computationally 
efficient machine learning model for fault detection in an mDSF engine using a three-class Logistic Regression 
solution based on commonly available engine controller signals. Training and testing accuracy exceeded 98% 
based on steady-state engine dyno data with valve faults induced at a 1% rate. [1] 

Dangut et.al. [7] Proposed model is compared to other similar deep learning approaches. The results indicated an 
18% increase in precision, a 5% increase in recall, and a 10% increase in G-mean values. It also demonstrates 
reliability in anticipating rare failures within a predetermined, meaningful time frame.[8-16]. 

Lawrence et.al. [17] the deployment of Linear Regression as a Machine Learning technique for prediction of 
cavitation based on observational data collected from sensing instruments monitoring the process condition and 
the control valve under study. The machine learning algorithm implemented for the identification of various 
failures in the control valve and can say that the predictive analysis is more efficient than fuzzy logic as the fuzzy 
logic requires data to be collected for all the failure events and define membership functions for each type of 
failure.[18-21]. By using a machine learning approach during the operation of a well with multiple ICV settings, 
it would be feasible to estimate the lateral‐by‐lateral output at unseen scenarios. Hence, it becomes possible to 
maximize the well output by using an optimization algorithm to determine the optimal ICV settings.[22] 

III DATA PREPARATION AND DESCRIPTION 

The below lying information happens to be a set of pictures showing essentially the Stem positions with variable 
lighting background. The image dataset obtained therefore inevitably contains imprecise, strident pixels to be 
regulated to preserve the mensuration accuracies. Stem position measurement is finished by employing a 
completely different approach to victimization image processing. 
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Figure 1 Final control Element Scenario for Stem position 

Figure 1 shows the physical appearance of the 2-tank system with the control valve in the process station 
the data collection is done with this two-tank system and the different stem level images are acquired through a 
normal high-resolution camera. The collected images are labeled with its actual percentage of stem position and 
then modeling the 2-tank interacting tank system which is a second-order process system is done using the 
traditional method of running the process with mandatory controllers like PI, PID controllers with tuning 
parameters, and a steady-state is obtained after some prescribed interval of time.  

The images of the control valve for various positions are obtained and are tabulated, labeled for 
implementing machine learning algorithms using supervised learning. The data collection is done based on the 
stem positions as shown in figure 2 which describes the different stem positions as 0%, 5%, 50% and 100% 
openings of the control valve during the running of the process shown in figure 2.  

Using digital image processing and image filters like PHOG  are used for preprocessing the image to the 
corresponding numeric values for classification of different classes in machine learning algorithms like rules 
bases, nearest neighborhood, lazy rules and Trees based algorithms. 

 
Figure 2 Two interacting tank system set up 
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3.1 Mathematical modeling of two-tank system 

 

The convention method of running the process with the general parameters and observed for the self-regulatory 
control of the system. The open-loop response with the given setpoint of 12 cm and the default controller’s 
parameters are set and the process is run till it reaches the stable state that is plus or minus 5% of the set point. 

  
Figure 3 open response of 2 interacting system 

From the above, figure 3  it is observed that system reaches the stable state for the given set point for 
thousandth second in open loop condition. Mathematical modeling is done by finding the values of the time 
constants τ1 and τ2 by calculating the product of the rate of accumulation and resistances R1 and R2  at 63% of its 
final value. However, the values of  R1 and R2 are evaluated to be 254,77 and 339.49. The resultant transfer 
function by substituting the values is: 

 

               = 
.

. .
      ---2nd order equation                              

 

The figure 5 illustrates the Simulink model of the above-mentioned open loop system. Simulated with 
the obtained transfer function and giving a step input and seeing the corresponding output in the scope. 

 
Figure 4 Simulink diagram for open loop 

 

The output of this Simulink for completing the mathematical modeling is given in the below figure 4 for a step 
input to the obtained transfer function is: 
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Figure 5 Step input response to the Transfer function obtained. 

Figure 5 is the response achieved for the obtained transfer function, which is the time versus output amplitude 
characteristics. The process control system is run in the conventional method to get the image data of the control 
valve to progress to build a model in feedback to predict the control valve stem position using machine-learning 
algorithms. 

The Control valve images are collected by running the process with the default controllers and the CV images are 
collected under three different classes and tabulated by labeling the level values. The true value of the collected 
CV images is compiled in the given format with the output CV stem positions. For example, CV1.jpeg = Low, 
CV6.jpeg = Medium, CV14.jpeg = High and so on for all the 58 distinct images obtained. Then the file format 
must be changed for further processing. The filter section is used for which the file format supported is ARFF 
format i.e., Attribute relation file format, combining the image and the class in one single file and converting it 
into a single file for further processing. 

3.2 Major seven steps in data preprocessing are: 

 Acquire the dataset 
 Import all the crucial libraries 
 Import the dataset 
 Identifying and handling the missing values 
 Encoding the categorical data 
 Splitting the dataset 

 
Figure 6 Partitioning the dataset during training 

 Feature scaling 

Most ML models are based on Euclidean Distance, which is represented as: 𝑑 𝐴, 𝐵
 𝑥 𝑥 ^2 𝑦 𝑦 ^2 
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Figure 7 Feature extraction Pre-processing steps 

Number of features: 631, The data type is Numerical with 58 instances and 3 classes with specified set points as 
maximum statistic value as 8 and minimum statistic value as 0 and Standard deviation 1.681.  

Data preprocessing is a have to. There are 3 approaches to inject the records for preprocessing: 

• Open File – permits the consumer to pick the document from the nearby gadget 

• Open URL – permits the consumer to pick the records document from one-of-a-kind locations 

• pen Database – permits customers to retrieve a records document from a database source 

Data preprocessing is carried out in two different stages for converting the image data into numerics using PHOG 
image filter method and SMOTE  for balance the imbalance data set for the applied classes that will affect the 
performance of the model built to predict the stem position according to the level flow and the desired setpoint of 
the control valve. 

 
Figure 8 Weka based PHOG data feature extraction preprocessing data 

SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) 

SMOTE  is used to overcome the imbalanced data set to improve the accuracy performance using Weka software. 
SMOTE is a common strategy for dealing with unbalanced classes in classification problems. SMOTE as shown 
in figure 8 is an oversampling technique where the synthetic samples are generated for the minority class. If the 
unbalanced data is not taken care of beforehand it may degrade the performance of the classifier model. Most of 
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the predictions will be made with the majority class wherein the minority will be treated as noise and disturbance 
and will be ignored by the classifier algorithm resulting in a high bias in the model. 

 
Figure 9 Weka based image data feature extraction using SMOTE filter 

Option panel for SMOTE filter is shown in figure 9 that can be carried out in different percentage of sampling the 
minority case. The option adopted varied fro 50% to 100% of oversampling the minority class in the dataset. 

In our article the SMOTE iteration is carried out in three different stages and tabulated as shown in the table1 for 
performing nearly two times 100% minority sampling. Two times the minority class is sampled that the minority 
class instances will be doubled as shown in the look up table1. 

Table 1 Lookup image data set with and without applying SMOTE 

CV Stem position 
Class 

Instances count for 
first iterated model 

 Instances Count 
@SMOTE1 for Second iterated 
model 

 Instances Count 
@SMOTE2 

for third iterated model 

Low 33 33 33 

Medium 7 14 28 

High 18 18 18 

 

Table 1 comprises of describing the three different classes as High, Medium, and Low having the instances count 
of 18,7, and 33. The High class specifies the stem position greater than the 50%, the medium class is around the 
50% with 5% tolerances, and the Low class specifies the CV stem position below 50%. Applying SMOTE is 
resampling the minority class for three iterations is also specified in table 1. 

3.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 2 TANK SYSTEM WITH SMART POSITIONER 

The block diagram clearly establishes the optimum model in the closed-loop for governing the system by 
measuring the stem position optimally as shown in figure 10. This also shows some enhancement in the earlier 
prediction of stem position and thereby maintaining the plant to run continuously without any breakdown and 
early prediction of failures like backlash and stiction problems.  

It is a cascade loop having primary and secondary loop with two controllers one monitoring the flow and the 
other the level in the process. The secondary controller undergoes the problem of continuously varying setpoint 
and tuning a controller for settling the process becomed very difficult task hence implemented an optimum 
controller using machine learning algorithms 
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Figure 10 Designed optimum model in the feedback 

IV PROPOSED SYSTEM FLOW FOR  SMART POSITIONER FOR CONTROL VALVE 

WEKA or Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis the University of Waikato Hamilton, New Zealand is 
an open-source data mining software issued under GNU public license software that provides freedom to its users 
in performing all these data mining works.[22] 

 It is a collection of many machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. It is a pack of a 
tool consisting of various operations called document preparation, clustering, regression, data preprocessing, 
classification, Association rules, instance-based classifying, and picturing. The methodology involved in 
establishing the task is carried out using this software called WEKA for modeling the above said smart positioning 
using image processing.  

  
Figure11 Experimental set up to obtain Optimum model 
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Figure 11 shows the experimental set up for predicting the Control valve stem position in the following steps: 

 Data collection as raw images that has to cropped, format changed and framed the ground truth values 
to the corresponding images 

 Data preprocessing using PHOG filter and the image to numeric values is processed for further 
classification and building the model using selected classifiers 

 Classified and built the model for training and obtained performance results 
 Inferring the results for better accuracy percentage and area of curve called weighted receiver operator 

characteristics is better or not for repeating the above process by applying SMOTE to the minority class 
to improve the overall performance of the built model. 

 Attainment of the optimum model to predict the control valve stem position using machine-learning 
algorithms. 

The control valve images for various stem positions namely 0%,25%, 50%,75%, and 100% are formed into a 
lookup table and converted into a comma-delimited file in excel, and the data preprocessing, feature extraction is 
carried out using  PHOG filter in weka software in functions tab. Then the classifying process is done using the 
classifiers namely instance base classifiers, Naive Byes, Decision tree classifiers(J48, Random Forest). Tabulating 
the results and checking for its accuracy level percentage. A synthetic minority imbalance in the dataset is 
overcome by a tool called SMOTE to get better accuracy performance. This SMOTE will give us better evaluation 
criteria in performance accuracy by balancing a low-resolution image also. 

Description of preprocessing using SMOTE image filter: Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique common 
strategies for dealing with unbalanced class in classification problems. SMOTE is an oversampling technique 
where the synthetic samples are generated for the minority class. If the unbalanced data is not taken care of 
beforehand it may degrade the performance of the classifier model. Most of the predictions will be made with the 
majority class wherein the minority will be treated as noise and disturbance and will be ignored by the classifier 
algorithm resulting in a high bias in the model. SMOTE is used to increase the classifier performance despite the 
imbalance in the data set. The effect of ‘SMOTE’ clearly shows a uniform increment in the decision rule classifier 
[21]. 

4.1 Procedure for validation of classification: The preprocessing is done with a PHOG filter with 631 attributes 
and 58 distinct instances, having a mean value of 9.397 and Standard deviation equals 1.35 

PHOG Filtering: Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) features have been employed to 
discriminate between different stem positions. The proposed shape discriminator counts occurrences of gradient 
orientation in the localized portion of an image.  

 To improve the recognition rate Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) is used for 
feature extraction. As an example of the feature after filtering by PHOG scheme, its (PHOG10) distribution is 
shown in Figure12. 

 
Figure 12 Pre-Processing using image Filter (PHOG) 
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 The PHOG features are mined from the given input (Control valve stem Position) related to 
the stem position. It is basically a three-dimensional shape descriptor applied to image sorting. The PHOG features 
are mined from the region of interest (Control valve stem position) are focused by its local feature that is captured 
over edge positioning within a region and three-dimensional layout of the image.  

 The three-dimensional distribution of edges is formulated as a vector image by tiling the image 
into a region at multiple resolutions. Pyramid histogram of orientation gradients over each image sub-region at 
each resolution.  

4.2 Procedure for selected base classifiers: 

 Naïve Bayes 
 IBK instance base Classifiers(KNN) 
 Random Forest 
 J48 

 
Figure 13  Weka parameter tuning option panel for Naïve Bayes Classifier 

Bayes’ theorem (BT)  is defined as the probability of an event that occurs in the given probability of another 
event which has already occurred. BT is stated mathematically: 

𝑃
𝐴
𝐵

 
𝑃 𝐵/𝐴 𝑃 𝐴

𝑃 𝐵
 

Where A and B are the events and P(B) not equals to 0. In this regard the dataset is applied BT in the following 
way 

𝑃
𝑦
𝑋

 
𝑃 𝑋/𝑦 𝑃 𝑦

𝑃 𝑋
 

Where y is the class variable and X is a dependent feature vector with n elements: X = (x1+ x2+ x3+ x4…….+ xn) 
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Figure 13 shows the Weka parameter tuning option panel for Naïve Bayes Classifier which is in the Bayes category 
in Weka. 

 
 

Figure 14 KNN Classifier in parameter tuning option panel 

For any point of data y, the Euclidean Distance from another data point x is given by , 

𝐸𝐷  ∑ 𝑥 𝑦 ^2  
where n is the number of features. 

Figure 14 KNN Classifier in parameter tuning option panel in Weka and this classifier has opted lazy category 
and the option panel is utilized for varying the neighbor hood values. 
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Figure 15 Analysis of KNN algorithm 

 
The value of neighbors that is k value is chosen depending upon the performance as shown in figure 15, required 
accuracy, and the correlation Coefficient accepted for the built model. The advantage of this KNN algorithm is 
it is very simple to implement, Robust to the noisy training data, and it can be more effective on the training data 
of very large size.  
The drawback of this algorithm is it always needs to determine the value of k which may be Complex in some 
cases, the computational cost is high because of calculating the distance between the data points for samples. 
Random Forest classifier and J48 are from tree based category and the implementation procedure is as follows:  

 Data preprocessing procedure  
 Fit the Random Forest algorithm to the training set  
 Prediction of test results  
 Test the accuracy of the result (creating a confusion matrix)  
 Visualization of test series results. 

 
Figure 16 Option panel for parameter tuning Random Forest classifier 
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 The general capability of the Random Forest classifier is the Binary class, Missing class values, and 
Nominal class.  

 The attribute that it uses is Binary attributes, Date attributes, Empty nominal attributes, Missing 
values, Nominal attributes, Numeric attributes, and  Unary attributes.  

The classifier object takes the following parameters as shown in figure 16 :  

n_estimators = Number of trees required for Random Forest. The default value is 10. You can choose any number, 
but you have to deal with the problem of overfitting.  

 Criteria = A function that analyzes the accuracy of division. Here, we used "entropy" to get the information. 

The need for confusion matrices in machine learning  

 Evaluate the performance of the classification model when making predictions about test data and show 
how good the classification model is.  

 It shows the nature of the error as well as the error caused by the classifier. B. Is it a Type I or Type II 
error?  

 You can use the confusion matrix to calculate various parameters of your model, such as accuracy and 
accuracy. 

Calculations using Confusion Matrix: 

We can use this matrix to perform various calculations on your model, such as model accuracy. These calculations 
are shown below.  

Classification accuracy: This is one of the important parameters to determine the accuracy of the classification 
problem. Defines how often the model predicts the correct output. This can be calculated as the ratio of the number 
of correct predictions made by the classifier to the total number of predictions made by the classifier. The formula 
is:  

𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚
𝑻𝑷 𝑻𝑵

𝑻𝑷 𝑭𝑷 𝑭𝑵 𝑻𝑵
 

 Where TP and TN are the True positive and True Negative. 
 FP and FN and False positive, False Negative Classification 

Misclassification rate: Also known as the error rate,  it defines how often the model makes false predictions. The  
error rate value can be calculated as the number of false predictions out of all  the predictions made by the 
classifier. The formula is:  

𝑬𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆
𝑭𝑷 𝑭𝑵

𝑻𝑷 𝑭𝑷 𝑭𝑵 𝑻𝑵
 

 

Table 2 Experimental results of the first iterated model 

 

S.NO Category classifier Accuracy (%) Weighted Avg 

ROC 

1 Bayes Naive Bayes 82.7586 0.850 

2 Lazy IBK 79.3103 0.816 

3 Trees J48 69.9655 0.763 

4 Trees RF 82.7586 0.952 

 

Table 2 results clearly show the classification, of the stem position of the final control element is correctly 
classified by the above-mentioned classifiers are above 69%accuracy and the Receiver operator characteristics is 
also having a weighted average above 0.763 and the approximate time taken to build the models is also very less. 
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Figure17 Classified data performance analysis1 

We observed from figure 17 the accuracy starts from 69% to 82.7586% for J48 and Naïve Bayes classifier, 
Random Forest.  

 
Figure 18 Classifier Vs Receiver Operator Characteristics1 

     ROC is observed from figure 18 varies from 0.796 to 0.952 for J48 and Random forest, both belonging to the 
same tree category. 

   The second iterated model is built by preprocessing using SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling 
TEchnique) by increasing the data of minority by in Weka tool followed by the classification is done. 
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Table 3 Experimental results of the Second iterated model 

S.NO Category classifier Accuracy (%) Weighted Avg 

ROC 

1 Bayes Naive Bayes 80 0.821 

2 Lazy IBK 89.2308 0.919 

3 Trees J48 69.2308 0.796 

4 Trees RF 87.6923 0.952 

The experimental results of the second iterated model from table 3 show a decrease in accuracy performance for 
Naïve Bayes and an increasing percentage for the remaining IBK, J48, and Random Forest algorithms. The 
selected classifier versus Accuracy performance is shown in figure19. The ROC  for the selected classifiers also 
observed increasing area attained as shown in figure 20. 

 
Figure 19 Classified data performance analysis2 

The Second iterated model is built using preprocessing using SMOTE in Weka which is used for increasing the 
classifier performance despite imbalance data. We detect the accuracy starts from 69% to 89.2308% for J48 and 
Naïve Bayes. 
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Figure 20 Classifier versus Receiver Operator Characteristics2 

 The ROC in figure 20 shows a weighted average of 0.952 for Random Forest.  

The third iterated model is built using preprocessing using SMOTE in Weka which is used for increasing the 
classifier performance despite imbalance data as shown in table 4.  

 We detect the accuracy starts from figure 21 shows 78.481% to 92.4051% for J48 and Random 
Forest.  

Table 4 Experimental results of the third iterated model 

S.NO Category classifier Accuracy (%) Weighted Avg ROC 

1 Bayes Naive Bayes 87.3418 0.912 

2 Lazy IBK 86.0759 0.881 

3 Trees J48 78.481 0.827 

4 Trees RF 92.4051 0.978 

 
Figure 21 Classified data performance analysis3 

The ROC gives a weighted average of 0.978 as shown in figure 22. With these results, we conclude that we have 
attained an optimum model in the feedback loop. 
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Figure 22 Classifier versus Receiver Operator Characteristics3 

V OUTPUT RESPONSE OF FEEDBACK 

         One of the most powerful algorithms Naïve Bayes algorithm works on the principle of conditional 
probability and follows a set of Bayes rules, especially for the classification category and produces results of high 
accuracy and Random Forest that belongs to the tree category whose accuracy is high with less training time. 
Multiclass object detection is done in RF. Tree-based classifiers, convenient interactive graphical user interfaces 
are provided for data exploration, for setting up largescale experiments on distributed computing platforms, and 
for designing configurations for streamed data processing. Classification and prediction algorithm in Weka [22]. 

 To achieve the optimum model a preprocessing tool in weka is used with 631 attributes and 58 instances. 
The classifying operations are performed using some of the base classifiers. They are Instance-based classifiers, 
Rules-based classifiers, Decision-based classifiers, and Bayes category. Recent advancement in the Weka tool 
called SMOTE is added to improve the performance in such a way that we get an optimum model in the feedback 
loop. 

VI CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPES 

Currently, this article work is a start-up in predicting the stem position of a control valve using image processing 
techniques and machine learning algorithms. The combination of the two has helped in getting an optimum model 
in the feedback loop of a second-order system and also help in decreasing the problems related to control valve 
positioning issues. The accuracy of the system is 92.405% by a selected classifier random forest and 0.978 is the 
receiver operator characteristics. 

 The future possible improvements in future work can extend the usability in measuring other parameters 
like level, flow, and Pressure. 
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